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Abstract. We investigate mechanismsthat lead to asymmetry in the responseof
a stratified coastal embaymentfollowing the onset of a uniform, steady wind that
is blowing both along the axis and out of the bay. We focus on bays on the east
coast of Newfoundland where the typical duration of wind events is 5 days and
stratification representativeof June conditionsyields a first baroclinic mode wave

speedof0.51m s-1. Weuseseveral
numerical
models
rangingfroma linear,reduced
gravity model with a single baroclinic mode, to a nonlinear, prognostic,primitive
equationmodel (CANDIE). We investigatethe effectof factorssuchas continuous
stratification, vertical mixing, nonlinearity, and realistic bottom topography. If
the linear dynamics of only the first baroclinic mode is considered,the responseof
the idealized bay to 5 days of steady wind forcing is symmetric about the axis of
the bay. Continuousstratification allows for higher-ordervertical modes. These
slowermodes increasethe responsetime of the bay, yielding asymmetry in the
circulationpattern after 5 days of constant wind forcing. Model results using
realistic geometry demonstratethat realistic bottom topography has little effect
on near-surfacecirculation on the 5 day timescale. Adding nonlinearity allows a
significant cross-baytransport of upwelled water and leads to the characteristic
along-bay pattern of the surface isotherms evident in observationsand can also lead
to the separationof the coastaljet from the upwellingfavorable shore.

1. Introduction

[de Younget al., 1993] suggestthat upwellingevents

are weaker on the eastern side of the bay than on the
Conception Bay is roughly 30 km wide and 70 km
western side. Simple wind forced, shallow-water models
long on the east coast of Newfoundland, Canada. It
with one baroclinic mode do not reproduce the preponreachesa depth of 200 m with stratification in the top
derancefor upwelling on the west side over the east side
70 m strengthening throughout the summer and early
fall. Below 70 m, stratification is weak and constant of the bay [de Younget al., 1993].
An idealized bay can be represented as a series of
throughoutthe summer. The prevailingwind during
four
right angle cornersalong an infinite straight coastthe summer is from the southwest,manifestedas periline.
Coastal trapped wavespropagate around the bay
ods of wind blowingout of the bay for roughly 5 days
leaving along-shore and cross-shorepressure gradients

at a time [de Younget al., 1993].

A commonobservationin ConceptionBay, and also in their wake [Gill, 1982; Creponet al., 1984]. These
neighboringTrinity Bay immediately to the northwest, wavesare responsiblefor establishingthe pressuregrais that the western side of the bay is cooler than the dient and the tilting of the thermocline in the bay in
eastern side, even after severaldays of wind blowing responseto wind forcing. The adjustment time is deout of the bay. This is evident from local experience termined by the wave propagation speed and coastline
and satellite-based sea surface temperature observa- length. For wind blowing straight out of an idealized 40
tions (Figure 1). Furthermore,mooringobservationskm squarebay, with neither mixing or damping, Great-

batchand Otterson[1991]ran a single-layer,reduced
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Figure 1. Observedsea surfacetemperature (øC) in Conceptionand Trinity Bays on August
4, 1997. The black line representsthe 4øC isotherm. The northwest side of both bays are
significantlycooler than the southeastside. Wind has been blowing from the southwestfor
the previous3-4 days. The picture is basedon an AdvanceVery High ResolutionRadiometer

satelliteimage (Courtesyof Peter Cornillion,Universityof RhodeIsland) and processed
using
the RosenstielSchoolof Marine and AtmosphericScienceseasurfacetemperaturealgorithm.
When continuous stratification is taken into account,
the adjustment no longer involves just a single baroclinic mode but also higher modes with more complex
vertical structure and slowerpropagation speeds. The

are also associated

with

smaller

horizontal

and vertical

spatial scales.
As the restoring force for internal Kelvin waves is

gravity, diffusion of stratification rather than mixing
adjustment time for thesehigher modesmay be longer of momentum is ultimately more effective in damping
than the typical duration of wind events (5 days for the waves[Yamagataand Philander, 1985]. The raConceptionBay), leading to an asymmetry in the re- tio of momentum over density mixing represented by
sponseof the bay to wind events. In addition wavesmay
also be dissipatedby mixing beforeleavingthe bay, and
variable bottom topography can lead to wave scattering
[Killworth, 1977; Wilkin and Chapman,1990],mechanisms that can also lead to an incomplete adjustment
and hence asymmetry.
-50
If the coefficientsfor the vertical mixing of momentum (•) and density (n) are assumedproportionalto

1IN 2 (whereN is the Brunt-V•iis/il/ifrequency),the
linear equations of motion for a fiat-bottomed ocean
can be reduced, using standard vertical normal modes,

to a set of shallowwater equationsfor eachmode [McCreary, 1981]. Vertical mixing of momentumis then
representedby Rayleigh friction and vertical mixing of
density by a Newtonian damping term. These linear

_c

100

N2 June
-150

dampingcoefficients
varyas 1/c2•wherecnis the wave
speed of each mode. For equal vertical mixing of momentum and density, the distance traveled by a wave

-200

o

2

4

beforebeing damped by a factor 1/e is thereforeproN2(s-2) x 10-4
3 Higherverticalmodewaves,for which
portional to cn.
cn varies as l/n, are therefore much more efficiently Figure 2. Profileof N 2 for the monthof June. The 40
damped than lower mode waves. Higher vertical modes year averagedensity structure was used.
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Figure 3. Modal structureof the first 10 baroclinicmodes.Phasespeeds(cm s-1) are shown
below each modal

structure.

the Prandtl Number (Pt) changesthe spatial scaleof
the response
and the velocityamplitude[Yamagataand
Philander,1985].

from a single-layer,baroclinicmodel to a continuously
stratified,flat-bottomedoceanmodel solvedusingthe
verticalnormalmodesapproachof McCreary[1981].In

This paper models the baroclinic responseof an idealized coastal embayment to the onset of a steady uniform wind blowing out of the bay. We investigate the
factors that affect the responseof the bay and provide
a cross-bayasymmetry after a 5 day period. These factors include continuousstratification, damping of waves
through mixing of momentum and density,the effectsof

section 4, we apply the 3-D model known as CANDIE

changingthe Prandtl Number (Pt), the effectsof variable bottom topography and variable coastline shape,
and finally the effect of nonlinearity. We make use of
numerical models of increasingcomplexity, from a linear, single-layer,reduced gravity model to a full three-

dimensional(3-D) numericalmodelthat includesall the
nonlinear terms and realistic bottom topography.
This paper is presented as follows. In section 2, we
describe the model setup. In section 3, we discussthe
wind-forced responseof shallow water models ranging

[Shenget al., 1998]and explorethe effectof nonlinearity. In section5, we use CANDIE to include the realistic

coastlineand bottom topographyof Trinity and Conception Bays. In section 6, we present our discussion
and conclusions. An appendix is included to summarize the numericalcirculationmodelsemployedas well
as the formulation of our open boundaryconditions.

2. Model

Setup

In this paper, three different models are used; a
single-layer,reducedgravity model, a continuouslystrat-

ified linear model (based on the method of McCreary

[1981]),anda 3-D circulationmodel[Shenget al., 1998].
The details of each of these modelsare given in the appendix. This section describesthe implementation of
these models.

8O

Figure 4. Idealizedmodeltopographyof a squarebay.
Openboundaries
of the domainareindicatedby dashed

X (kms)

lines. Solid lines indicate closed boundaries.

Bottom
Figure 5. Model topographyfor Trinity and Concepdepth is 200 m for the continuouslystratified normal tion Bays. Depth contoursare every 100 m. Dashed
mode model.

lines indicate open boundaries.
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Figure 6. (top) Upper layer velocityfrom the single-layer,reduced-gravity
modelrun with a

phasespeedc - 0.5 m s-1 andnodamping
(i.e.,inviscid)
at days1, 2, and3. (bottom)As in
Figure6, top, but for interfacedisplacement.Solidlinesrepresentupwardinterfacedisplacement,
and dotted lines representdownwardinterface displacement. The interval betweencontoursis
lm.

2.1. Stratification

and Phase Speeds

125, 150, and 175 m [Petrie et al., 1992]. All density
observationstaken in the month of June over a 40 year
observationperiod are usedto extract an averagedensity profile. We then calculatea representativevertical

We use observedJune data from Station 27, situated
20 km from the mouth of Conception Bay, as a proxy
for water density in Conception and Trinity Bays. The
density profile at Station 27 is obtained from density profileof N 2 (seeFigure2). Usingthe N 2 profile,we
observationsat set depths of 0, 10, 20, 30, 50, 75, 100, solvefor the vertical mode functionsand their respective phasespeeds(Figure 3) assuminga uniformdepth
of 200 m. The rigid lid approximationis applied. The
wave speed of the first baroclinic mode for the month
0.03
..........
10m BLK
20m BLK
50m BLK
SRFC

0.02

O.Ol

of Juneis 0.51 m s-t, implyinga Rossbyradiusof deformationof 5 km. For the rest of the year, similarly
calculatedmonthly phasespeedsvary betweenCl = 0.3

m s-1 in Marchand Cl = 0.8 m s-1 in September
for
the first baroclinic
2.2.

Model

mode.

Domain

We make use of two model geometries,an idealized
square
embayment(Figure 4) and the realisticcoastline
o
geometryof Trinity and ConceptionBays (Figure 5).
For thosemodel runs that use a fiat bottom, the depth
is
200 m. We usethe realisticbottom topography(Fig-O.Ol
ure
5) for someof the runs usingthe 3-D model. Some
12345678910
runs
use a single-layer,reducedgravity model as given
Mode #
by Greatbatch
and Otterson[1991]and de Younget al.
Figure 7. Projections of wind stress on the first 10 [1993].In all cases,the model'supstreamopenboundbaroclinic normal modes. The amplitude of the pro- ary (in the senseof Kelvin wavepropagation)is an exjection determines the importance of each mode in the tensionof the northern coastlineas given by Greatbatch
wind-driven response. The label BLK refers to treatand Otterson[1991].The detailsof the boundarytreating the wind forcing as a body force. SRFC specifies
ment
at this and the other open boundariesare given
the wind stressas a surfaceboundary condition. The
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

10 m body force and the surface wind stress methods

in the appendix.

Hsieh et al. [1983]showthat if the modelhorizontal
resembleeach other the most. Applying the wind over
a deeperlayer reducesthe influenceof highermodes.
grid spacingexceedsthe Rossbyradius of deformation,
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Figure $. The normal mode model at day 5 with no friction or damping. (a) Surfacevelocity
field. (b) SurfacePressurefield with a contourinterval of 10 Pa. Dashedcontoursrepresent
negativepressureanomaly and solid lines indicate a positive pressureanomaly. (c) Vertical
profile of velocity normal to transect A. (d) Vertical profile of velocity normal to transect B.
The maximum depth shown in the vertical transect plots is 75 m. The contour interval is 2

cm s-• with solidcontours
indicatingflowinto the pageand dashedcontours
indicatingflowout
of the page. The zero contour is shownusing a dotted line.
spurious spatial oscillations occur. The use of 500 m
grid spacingensuresresolution of the radius of deformation for the first 10 baroclinic modes in Figure 3.

3. Shallow Water
and
3.1.

Continuous

Model:

Single Layer

Stratification

Methods

We begin by showinga result from the reducedgravity, shallowwater model with the wave speedchosen
Our primary objective is to investigate the response to correspondto the first baroclinic mode. Velocities
of a bay to a wind blowing steadily along the axis of and interfacedisplacementare shownin Figure 6 for a
the bay toward the mouth over a 5 day period. Models casewith no friction or damping. For a wave speedof
are initialized at rest with horizontally uniform stratifi- 0.5 m s-•, Kelvin wavespropagateroughly40 km in a
cation. In the reduced gravity model the initial upper day. The modelthereforereachessteadystate by day 3,
layer depth is uniform at 40 m. For the normal mode after which all Kelvin waves have left the domain and
model, the pressureanomaly for each mode is initially the interfacedisplacementis symmetricabout the axis
2.3.

Model

Initialization

zero. In the 3-D model, the initial density stratification

of the bay.

is specifiedusing the averagedJune profile. A wind

The open-boundary condition is designed so that
stressof 0.05 Pa directed out of the bay is introduced no wavesmay enter the domain through the northern
over 2 days using a hyperbolictangent ramping func- boundary[Greatbatch
and Otterson,1991]. Figure 6
tion. This smoothedapplication of wind stressavoids showsthat the northern side of the bay is first to reach

excitingnear-inertialoscillations[Pollard and Millard, steadystate. Kelvin wavesare generatedat the mouth
1970].We startmeasuring
timewhenwindreaches
50% and propagatealong this boundarywithin a day. The
strength(i.e., after I day).
last regionto reachsteadystate is the downstreamside
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Figure9. Asin Figure8 butwitha Prandtlnumber
of 100(i.e.,nowAm- 2 x 10-8 m2 s-3).

of the bay near the mouth, where Kelvin wavesexit the the first 10 modesis very similarto that obtainedwhen
the wind stressis applied as a surfaceboundary conbay.
Next we include continuous stratification

with a fi-

dition (givenby (5) in the appendix).Effectivewind

nite bottom depth of 200 m. The solution procedureis forcingof modeshigherthan 2 is reducedfor a body
described in the appendix but basically involves solv- force distributed over a depth of 20 or 50 m.

ing the finite differenceshallowwater equationsfor the
first 10 baroclinic normal modes and then summing

the modesto obtain the completesolution (summing

3.2.

Results

In the first set of simulations the model is run with

over more than the first 10 modes doesnot significantly the wind stressimplementedas a body force acting over

changethe result). The inclusionof highermodeswith
slowerpropagationspeedsleadsto an asymmetryin the
cross-baystructure after 5 daysthat is not found in Figure 6. The importanceof the higher modesdependson
the extent to which the wind forcing projects onto each
mode.

We considerthe two following methods of applying
the wind stressto the water column: (1) as a surface
boundaryconditionor (2) as a body forceacting over
a layer of depth HM. Figure 7 showsthe magnitude
of the wind stressprojection on the first 10 baroclinic
modes for each of the two methods and for HM = 10,

20, and 50 m. These projectionsdetermine the forcing function applied to the shallow water momentum
equationsassociatedwith eachmode. For a body force
acting on a 10 m layer, the wind stressprojectiononto

a depth of 10 m. As notedabove,for the first ten modes,
this givesa projectiononto eachmode very similar to
that when the wind stressis implemented as a surface
boundary condition. The model is first run with no
friction or damping. Note that running the model with
no vertical mixing of momentumyet implementingthe
wind forcingas a surfaceboundaryconditionmakesno
physicalsense.The useof the 10 m body forceapproach
correspondsto havingvery large vertical eddy viscosity
in the top 10 m and zero vertical mixing of momentum
below

10 m.

By day 5, the third mode and higher Kelvin waves
have not exited the bay. This is apparentin the velocity and pressurefield (Figure8) alongthe southshore
of the bay wherethereis outflownear the mouth. Also,
the anticyclonicgyreis now restrictedto the inner half
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Figure 10. The normal mode model at day 5 as in Figure 8, but with wind stressmodeled as a
body force acting over the top 20 m.

of the bay, whereasin Figure 6 it fills the whole bay
after only 3 days. We note that the interface displacement shown in Figure 6 is related to pressurein the
single layer reduced gravity model by a negative constant. Thus we can compare the interface elevation
pattern in Figure 6 with the surfacepressurein Figure 8. The baroclinic flow structure of the coastal jet
is clearly visible in the crosssections
of currents shown
in Figure 8. On transect A, the northward coastalsurfacejet at the head of the bay has reverseflow at depth
and extendsaway from the coastbelow the wind driven
Ekman current. On transect B, there is generally anticyclonic flow in the upper part of the water column,
and cyclonicflow at depth, although the detailed vertical structure is different on the southern and northern
boundaries due to the different contributions from the

different

normal

modes.

It is clear from these results

of 1, the addition of vertical mixing doesnot greatly af-

fect the model responseunlessAm and Ap in (3) of
the appendixhave valuesapproaching
10-6 m2 s-3,
corresponding
to vertical eddy viscosity/diffusivityof

10-2 m2 s-• for N 2 = 2 x 10-4 s-2 (seeFigure2). For
a Prandtl number lessthan 1, the model responseafter
5 days is not greatly different from that in Figure 8.
A Prandtl number greater than 1, implying stronger
mixing of momentum than density, has a greater effect, particularly in increasingthe horizontal scale as-

sociatedwith the model response[Yamagataand Philander, 1985]. Figure 9 showsa casewith a Prandtl
numberof 100 corresponding
to choosingAm and Ap
equalto 2 x 10-6 m2 s-3 and 2 x 10-s m2 s-3 respectively. These results should be compared with those in
Figure 8. The fields in Figure 9 are quite similar to
those obtained with Prandtl number I when both Am

andA• areequalto 10-6 m2 s-3, showing
that onthe

that taking account of the realistic density stratification in the bay and the role played by the higher baroclinic normal modes is sufficientto lead to a significant
asymmetry in the cross-bayresponseto wind on the 5
day timescaletypical of wind eventsin Conceptionand

5 day timescale being consideredhere, it is the vertical
mixing of momentum that has the most effect in modifying the response. On much longer timescales(e.g.,
20 days), the dependenceon Prandtl number is more

Trinity Bays.

like that predictedby Yamagataand Philander[1985];

Next we investigatethe effect of adding vertical mix- that is, the model responseis broad and diffusivefor a
ing of momentum and density. For a Prandtl number Prandtl number of 100 but is characterized by narrow
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Figure 11. The linearizedCANDIE modelat day 5 with idealizedgeometry.(a) Surfacelevel
velocity. (b) Secondlevel velocity. (c) Velocity normal to transect A. (d) Velocity normal to
transectB. The contourintervalis 2 cm s-• with solidlinesindicatingflowinto the pageand
dashed lines indicating flow out of the page. The dotted lines are the zero contours.
jets, significantly narrower than the radius of deformation for the first baroclinic mode, when Prandtl number
equals 0.01.
Implementing the wind stressas a body force acting
over a depth of 20 m reduces the importance of the

highermodes(as we expectfrom Figure 7). Figure 10
showsa casewith Am and Ap both setto zeroand with
HM --20 m. Note, in particular, that the eastward jet
on the south side of the bay near the mouth is weaker
than in Figure 8.
4. CANDIE

tive of June, as discussedin Section 2, and identical to
that used in the continuously stratified case runs described in Section 3. The density equation is linearized

about the (horizontalyuniform) June densityprofile,
and the momentum equations are linearized about a
state of rest, although some fully nonlinear runs are
describedlater. The rigid lid, Boussinesq,and hydrostatic approximations are used in the model. The open
boundary conditionsare describedin the appendix and
mimic those applied to the shallow water equation models. The model has been tested using vertical viscosity

and diffusivityset inverselyproportionalto N 2, as in

Model

the normal
4.1.

Linearized

Model

Runs

In this sectionwe study the responseof a fiat-bottomec
idealized bay to wind forcing usingthe CANDIE model

identical
tion

mode model.

to the normal

The model results are almost
mode solution

obtained

in Sec-

3.

As before, a westward wind stress of 0.05 Pa is ap-

[Shenget al., 1998]. We usethe idealizedmodelgeom- plied and ramped over 2 days. The zero in time is taken
to be I day into the ramping. Given that the vertical
grid spacingis 10 m, the wind stressis in effectimplementedas a body force acting over the 10 m depth of
diffusivityare set at 10-4 m2 s-1, and the coefficients the top model level. Figures 11 and 12 showplots of
for horizontal mixing of momentum and density are set velocity and density 5 days into the model run. At the
at 10 m2 s-1. The densitystratificationis representa- head of the bay, the characteristicnorthward surfacejet

etry shown in Figure 4 with a uniform depth of 200 m,
vertical resolution of 10 m, and horizontal resolution of
500 m. In most of the model runs, vertical viscosityand
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Figure12. Asin Figure
11,butforthedensity
field.Contours
intervals
are0.1kgm-3.

Horizontalcontourplotsareof densitydeparture
frominitial values.Solidlinesindicatedenser
water,anddashed
linesindicatelighterwater.Verticalsections
arecontours
of at.

with velocities10-15 cm s-1, broadensat 15 m depth without any linearization. Model resolutionremains

(Figure11) andis accompanied
by reversal
in flowat at 500 m in the horizontal and 10 m in the vertical,
greaterdepth,verysimilarto whatwasobtainedusing and the modelparametersare the sameas for the linthe normalmodemodel(Figure8). At level2 (15 m earizedruns. Convectiveoverturningis includedsothat
depth),thehorizontal
flowfieldresembles
that obtained whenhydrostaticinstabilityoccurs,the verticaldiffuto a largevalue.A
usingthe first baroclinicmodealone. This is a conse- sivityappliedto densityisincreased
quenceof the verticalstructureof the highermodes free slip boundaryconditionis appliedto the velocity
whichhavezerocrossings
at roughly15 m depth(Fig- field and the normal gradient of density is set to zero
ure 3) and thushavelittle influenceon flowat 15 m. on the model boundaries.
At level 2 there is little Ekman driven contribution to
Figures13 and 14 showthe resultsof the nonlinear
the flow. On the southernboundary at the mouth of run at day 5. The most strikingdifferencefrom the
fromthe coast
the bay,the flow at 15 m depthis the reverseof that linearcase(Figure11) is the separation
at the surface(thisis alsoa featureof the normalmode of the jet on the north sideof the bay. The separation
model,seeFigure8). The importance
of highervertical is associated with the offshore advection of upwelled
modesnoted whendiscussing
Figure 8 can alsobe seen
in the crosssectionsof the densityfield (seeFigure12).
Note,for example,the pinchingof the isopycnals
onthe
southernboundarynear 20 m depth in Figure 12 and

waterby the cross-bay
Ekmandrift. That canbe seen
by comparing
thesurface
densityfieldin Figure14with
that in Figure12. The presence
of upwelledwaterin
the interior of the bay leads to an along-baypressure

the fanningout of the isopycnals
near 40 m depthon gradientthat supportsthe separatedjet.
On the southsideof the bay (Figure13, transectB),
the western boundary.
the alongshore
component
of flowis muchweakerthan
4.2. Nonlinear
Model Runs
in the linearcase(Figure11). The transportof density
the bayreduces
the cross-shore
densitygradients,
Next we apply the full nonlinearequationsof mo- across
thecoastal
jet setupbythepassage
ofKelvin
tion to the aboveproblem.We usethe CANDIE model weakening
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Figure 13. The nonlinearCANDIE model at day 5 with idealizedgeometry. (a) surfacelevel
velocity. (b) secondlevel velocity. (c) velocitynormal to transectA. (d) Velocity normal to
transectB. The contourintervalis 2 cm s-1 with solidlinesindicatingflow into the pageand
dashedlines indicating flow out of the page. The dotted lines are the zero contours.

waves.

Flow

at depth.

in this area is weaker

at the surface and

The surface coastal jet on the north side

(transect B) extendsdeeperwith the inclusionof the
nonlinear terms. Maximum flow strength is •5 km off
the coast in this crosssection.

At the headof the bay, transectA (Figure 13) showsa
weakeningof the coastaljet near the coast but a spreading into the interior at depth compared to the linear

case(Figure 11). The velocity structureat 15 m depth
showsevidence of this broad northward flow. In Figure 14, the density contours on transect A are similar
to the linear casewith exceptionof a slight upward displacement of the near surface isopycnalsin the center
of the bay associatedwith the cross-bayadvection of
upwelled water.

The surfacedensityfield in the nonlinearcasere-

5. Models

With

Realistic

Coastline

and

Bottom Topography
In this sectionwe use the CANDIE model to explore
the influenceof the realistic coastlineand bottom topog-

raphy of Trinity and ConceptionBays (see Figure 5).
Since coastal trapped waves travel with the coastline
on the right, in the Northern Hemisphere,wavesgenerated in Trinity Bay can influence Conception Bay. Indeed, the influenceof Trinity Bay on upwellingeventsin

ConceptionBay wasinferredby de Younget al. [1993]
using both a reduced gravity model and observations.
Here we investigatethe effectsof a wind blowing along

the axis of the bays (that is at 30ø from the x axis of
our model domain;seeFigure 5). The wind stresshas
magnitude 0.05 Pa, and as before, it is introdudedover
a period of 2 days to reduce the excitation of inertial

semblesqualitatively the observedsurface temperature
structure in Figure I with a predominantly cross-bay oscillations.
structure and evidenceof broad upwelling on the north
Four differentmodel versionsare considered:(1) a
shore, with upwelled water extending out into the inte- single mode for the shallow water normal mode model,
rior of the bay.
(2) the linearizedCANDIE model with a fiat bottom,
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Figure 14. Asin Fig.13butforthedensity
field.Contours
intervals
are0.1kgm-3.

(3) the linear CANDIE model including realistic bottom topography,and (4) the nonlinearCANDIE model
includingrealisticbottom topography. All modelsuse
the same model parametersas in Section 4, apart from

There is also surface flow out of each bay along the
southeasternboundary near the mouth, as in the ide-

•he use of I km horizontal

in the idealized experiments,the higher modesincrease
the responsetime of the bays to wind forcing.

resolution

instead of 500 m to

reducecomputationalcost. A comparisonwith a 500 m
resolution test caseindicates good agreement.
Figures15a-15d showthe modeledvelocity fieldsfor
each of the above mentioned model versions. Figure 15e
and 15f showthe densityfield for model versions3 and
4. Consider model version 1. The first baroclinic

mode

alized cases(Figure 11), as well as southwardcoastal
jets around the capesand the head of the bays. As

Addingrealisticbottomtopography(version3) makes
little difference to the model solution on the timescale of

5 daysbeingconsidered
here. We canthereforeconclude
that in the model solutions, realistic bottom topogra-

phy is not important for determiningthe near-surface

representswell the initial coastaljet and upwelling on baroclinic responseto wind on a 5 day timescale.
Turning to the nonlinearcase (version4), we see
the north.shoreof Trinity Bay. However, after 5 days,
that
as in the idealizedcase(Figure 14), there is crossthe circulation in ConceptionBay is very weak with albay
advection
of upwelledwater in associationwith the
most zero pressuregradient acrossthe bay. This lull in
circulation in Conception Bay is a consequenceof the cross-bayEkman transport. This leadsto the predomdownwellingKelvin wavegeneratedon the southsideof inantly along-bay structure of the surfaceisopycnals
Trinity Bay compensatingfor the upwellingwavegener- (Figure 15f), similarto the pattern of isothermsin Figated on the north side of ConceptionBay. A day later, ure 1. There is also a suggestion,particularly in Conthe circulation builds up again, as the upwelling wave ceptionBay, that the coastaljet alongthe north shoreis
generatedin Trinity Bay (on the north side)pushesinto separatingfrom the coastas in Figure 13. After 10 days
of wind forcing(Figure 16), a separatedjet is found in
Conception Bay.
Moving to continuousstratification(version2), there both bays and, at even later times (e.g., 16 days, not
is significantflow in ConceptionBay, indicative of the shown),the flow in both baysis dominatedby gyre cirrole being played by higher-order baroclinic modes. culations associatedwith the separated jets, with two
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Figure 15. Surfacevelocitiesat day 5 from variousmodelswith realisticgeometry.(a) the
singlelayer,baroclinicmodel,(b) the linearizedCANDIE modelwith a fiat bottom,(c) the
linearizedCANDIE modelwith realisticbottom topography,(d) the non-linearCANDIE model

with realisticbottomtopography.
T•hedensitydeparture
frominitialdensityfor versions
3 and
4 are shownin Figures15eand 15f, respectively.Solidcontoursindicatean increasein density,
dashedcontoursindicate a decrease,and the dotted line is the zero contour. Contourintervals
are 0.05 kg m-3.
gyres occupying the larger Trinity Bay, as against a
singlegyre in ConceptionBay. These gyreswill be the
subject of a later study.

followingthe onsetof a uniformsteadywind that is

blowing
alongthe axisandout of the bay. We beganwith an idealizedsquarebay of 40 km width and
a uniform depth of 200 m. Stratificationin the bay is

6. Conclusion

We have investigatedmechanismsthat lead to asymmetry in the responseof a stratified coastal embayment

representative
for Juneconditions
on the eastcoastof
Newfoundland,and the width of the bay is roughly 8
times the first baroclinic Rossbyradiu•. We focus on
the 5 day responseto steadywind, since5 daysis the
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Figure 16. Surfacefieldsat day 10 for the nonlinearCANDIE model:(a) Velocity(b) density
departurefrominitialvalueswith contours
of 0.05kg m-3.
dominant timescalein the wind forcingover Conception of McCreary [1981],and (3) the 3-D circulationmodel

Bay [de Younget al., 1993].

knownas CANDIE $henget al. [1998].

If the linear dynamicsof only the first baroclinicmode
is considered,the responseof the idealizedbay to 5 days A1. Single-Layer, Reduced Gravity Model
of steady wind forcingis symmetricabout the axis of
The governing equations are

the bay (as notedby Greatbatch
and Otterson[1991]).
•Fx

The presenceof highermodes,with slowerwavespeeds,
breaks the symmetry. Waves associatedwith mode 3
and higherare still propagatinginsidethe bay after 5
days of wind forcing. The presenceof the propagating higher modes leads to an incomplete adjustment

and significant
asymmetryon the 5 day timescale(see
Figure 9). Adding verticalmixing, we foundthat ver-

ut--fv----g'r]x
q-plH'

(A1)

Ty

v• + fu-

--g 'r]y +

plH'

and

(A2)
rlt + H(ux + Vy) - O.
tical mixing of momentum,rather than density,is the
most efficient at modifying the responseon the 5 day
Here, g' = g(P2- Pl)/P2 is reducedgravity, f is the
timescale, the effect being to broaden the horizontal
Coriolisparameterset at 10-48-1, u and v are the vescales(Figure10 [ YamagataandPhilander,1985]).
locity componentsin the x and y directionsrespectively,
Addingnonlinearityallowsa significantcross-baytransand H is the undisturbeddepth of the upper layer (here
port of upwelled water and leads to the characteristic
takento be 40 m) that overliesa deep-restinglayer. The
along-baypattern of the surfaceisothermsevident in
responseof the model to wind forcing is determined
Figure 1. The cross-bayadvectionof upwelledwater
by the wavepropagationspeedc = v•'H, hereset at
widensthe coastaljet on the upwellingfavorablebound0.51 m s-• to representthe first baroclinicmode wave
ary, while it narrowsand subduesthe coastaljet on the speedfor June stratification in ConceptionBay. The
downwellingfavorable boundary.
model equationsare solvedon an Arakawa C grid using
Similar results were found when the realistic coastthe methodof Heaps[1971].
line and bottom topographyof Trinity and Conception
Bays were used. Including realistic bottom topogra- A2. Stratified Model (Normal Modes)
phy did not significantly change the results on the 5
The 3-D, linearized equations of motion are solved
day timescale consideredhere. On longer timescales,
by
separationinto the standard normal modes for a
the nonlinear responseof the bays are characterizedby
fiat-bottomed
oceanfollowingMcCreary [1981]. The
gyresassociatedwith the breakingup and separationof
product
of
vertical
viscosity(or diffusivity) times the
the alongshorejet.

Appendix A' Model Description

squareof the Brunt V/iis/il/ifrequency(N 2) is assumed
constant,i.e., vN 2 - Am and nN2 - At>. Here the
constantsof proportionalityAm and At>can be equal

or different, dependingon the Prandtl Number, Pr =
We describethe three modelsusedin this paper: (1) ArelAp.
We first separatethe equationsof motion into vertical
a single-layer,reducedgravity model, (2) a fiat-bottom,
continuouslystratified model based on the approach normal modes and then solvethe equationsfor the hor-
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izontal structure of each mode, given below, usingthe 1987]ß This model solvesthe 3-D nonlinear Navier
finite difference method of Heaps, as for the reduced Stokes equations on an f plane using the hydrostatic,
gravity model:
Boussinesq,and rigid-lid approximations.In the model

(A3)

Here un, vn, p•, are the velocity componentsand pres-

sureforeachmode.With v - Am/Nn
2 andn - Ap/Nn
2,

experiments conducted here, density is used as the
model tracer instead of temperature and salinity. The
equations are solved on an Arakawa C grid. We use
quadratic bottom friction and a free-slip condition on
the lateral boundaries. Vertical and horizontal viscosity
and diffusivity are set to constant values. We use 10 m
vertical resolutionthroughout the water column. For

verticaleddyviscosityof 10-4 m2 s-1, the uppermodel
level contains all of the Ekman transport.

vertical viscosityand diffusivity appear as Rayleighfric- A4. Open Boundary Conditions
tion and Newtontan damping terms in the aboveshallow
The treatment of the open boundaries in the case
water equations. F• and G• are the projectionsof the x
of the single layer and the normal mode models is the
and y componentsof wind stress on each mode and are
sameas by Greatbatchand Otterson[1991]. In pardiscussedbelow. The phase speedsc• are determined
ticular, the treatment ensures that the model solution
by the normalmodeequationsand dependon the N 2
knows only about the model domain being considered

profilegivento the model (seeFigure 2).
and that there is no influence(spuriousor otherwise)
It should be noted that the Rayleigh friction and
on the model solution from regionsoutside the model

Newtontandampingdependson 1/c•. Highermodes

domain.

In the case of the 3-D model the treatment

is

are damped at a greater rate and, since their phase
similar, except that the barotropic and baroclinic comspeedsare lower, have a limited propagation distance
ponents of the velocity are treated separately. Along
before they decay.
all boundaries, the barotropic component of the velocWe may impart wind stress to the water column eiity is set to zero, thereby ensuring that the barotropic

ther as (1) a body forceover a depth Hm or (2) as a

surfaceboundary condition. For the body force implementation, the wind stressprojections Fn and G• are

[Csanady,1982]

flow within

the model

domain

is weak and can be ne-

glected. This is a reasonableassumptiongiven the small

horizontalscaleof the regionbeingmodeled(asimplied,
for example,by the arrestedtopographicwavetheory of

Csanady[1978]).In fact the barotropicpressure
adjust(A4)

f_o_

ment to the wind-forced

movement

of the surface water

is very rapid comparedto the baroclinic adjustment we
Here r x and r y are the horizontal componentsof wind are studying and implies very little vertical averaged
stress, D is the total water depth, po is the reference flow on the timescale of interest here. As suggested
and Otterson[1991],the upstreamopen
density for the model, and •b, is the vertical structure by Greatbatch

boundary (in the senseof Kelvin wavepropagation)is
an extensionof the coastline(seeFigure 4). Alongthis
For wind stressapplied as a surfaceboundary condi- boundary,the normal gradient of both the normal comtion, the projectionsonto the normal modes are given ponent of baroclinic velocity and the density is set to

functionfor the nta mode,normalized
sothat •b,(0)=
1.

zero. In the 3-D model, zero gradient conditions are
also applied on the'other open boundariesand are sufficient to allow propagation of disturbancesout of the

by

(F.,G.)
- (r•'r•)
pofo.

ß

(A5)domain.

The model solutionis obtained by summingthe soluAcknowledgments.
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